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we can provide oem service to oems and oem only products. oem
service comes in the form of physical device production and beyond
this we can offer device manufacture service. manufacture of a
device that is to be produced in volume on a specific base is best
done by a manufacturer rather than by an engineer. manufactures of
this type of device usually need to be familiar with the type of
hardware and software that is in use, they will need to understand the
level of development the hardware and software vendors have made
available and they will have their own knowledge of all the different
possibilities. they need to be familiar with all the production steps
that go into the manufacturing process to ensure an efficiently
manufactured device, this includes programming, testing, quality
control, logistics, and other various steps. earlier releases of this
software were the xis cards. it is no longer under active development.
you can find up-to-date versions of this software at the xis software
website. xis_id_card_maker_free_11.zip was released 19 jun, 2019
(version 1.2.1). the xbox cloud service will generate a new serial
number every 60 days. as long as you will be able to connect to the
internet when the system update is installed you will never have to
worry about your serial number being locked. we are committed to
providing both a superior product and services to our customers and
partners. it is important that we are transparent regarding the fact
that the license for this software and its content is not transferable
and that we retain rights to any and all modifications to the content
and software as well as all intellectual property rights (ipr) related to
the content that is part of the software.
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the facial recognition ability of cameras has also been increasingly
touted by the chinese authorities. since 2013, the mps has been
piloting a project to deploy face-recognition software in selected

public areas, and since 2015, it has been using it to oversee public
security in sixty-four key cities. in june 2016, the mps organized a

competition to develop a facial-recognition system that could identify
criminals and potential terrorist. the winning system, called the
cetainty technology, was developed by a team at the shanghai

institute of optics and fine mechanics (siom) and placed first in a
three-year contest. since 2016, the shanghai government has

invested in the system, creating an oversight committee and inviting
siom to work on new products, including a new facial-recognition
software called bioid. in 2017, the mps launched another facial-

recognition pilot program in guangzhou, chengdu, and hangzhou. in
these pilot projects, surveillance cameras equipped with facial-

recognition software will be located at public transit hubs, ports, and
public events, and the facial-recognition algorithms will be developed
by siom. 15 in addition to face-recognition software and the ability to

identify people by their voices, the chinese government is also
increasingly able to distinguish foreigners and identify them by their

accents. officials from the public security bureau of shanghai, for
example, claimed that the citys police force could identify foreign
students with the aid of a newly developed artificial intelligence

program. 45 the police can match the voice of an offender captured
over a phone call with a sample recorded from a foreign student. in

addition, a speech-recognition system called the student voice service
was launched in 2014, allowing police to automatically recognize
foreign students in the process of being arrested for suspected

crimes. a similar technology, the baidu voice analysis system, is also
being deployed to monitor the actions of banned foreign

organizations. 46 5ec8ef588b
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